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What is leadership and what are the characteristics of effective leadership in research and 

higher education?  

➢ Hear from an international line up of research leaders  

➢ Discover their stories of leadership and participate in a panel discussion 

➢  Network and explore opportunities, issues and challenges of leadership in a 

global context.  

 

Each speaker will tell a ‘story’ from their leadership journey, or their experience of 

leadership.  

We will ask that they frame their experience in this way and limit slides to three for a 

beginning, middle and end to the story.    

10am-
10.30am 

Coffee & Registration 

10.30 – 10. 
 
10.40 to 
10.50 

Welcome to the ARMA/INORMS Global Leadership Summit:  
Steph Bales to Introduce Ehsan Mashood as Conference Chair.  
Ehsan to set the context; introduce the format for the day and invite the 
morning keynote speaker: Rebecca Endean 

10.50 – 11.20 
 
 
 

Leadership within a global research environment: The making of UK 
Research and Innovation Rebecca Endean, Director of Strategy, UKRI 
 

11.20 – 11.50 Discussion and Q&A 
11.50 – 12.05 Norifumi Miyokawa 
12.05 – 12.20 Sukanya Kumar-Sinha 
12.20 – 12.35  
12.35 – 12.50 Christina Miller 
12.50 – 13.40 Lunch 
13.40 – 14.40 Panel session: reflections from Ehsan and then facilitated questions and 

questions from the audience. Will use twitter and also a question 
submitted in advance and over lunch. 

14.50 – 15.10 Coffee 
15.10 – 15.40 Afternoon keynote - TBD 
15.40 – 16.10 Discussion and Q&A 
16.10 – 16.20 Closing reflections from Ehsan 
16.20 – 17.30 Networking 

 

Our speakers:  

Panel Chair:  

Ehsan Masood, Knight Science Journalism Fellow, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Ehsan is a science writer, journalist and broadcaster and was previously editor of Research 

Professional News. He worked for the journal Nature as a writer and as acting chief 
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commissioning editor. He has also worked as Opinion Editor of New Scientist and 

communications director at LEAD International. 

Ehsan has also written for Prospect magazine and openDemocracy.net, as well as The Times, 

The Guardian and Le Monde. He is a former director of communications of Leadership for 

Environment and Development and also advises the British Council on science and on 

cultural relations. Ehsan was a regular contributor to Home Planet, an environmental affairs 

programme on BBC Radio 4 in the UK. He is chair of trustees of The Muslim Institute a UK-

based charity that supports critical thinking among British Muslims. 

Norifumi Miyokawa is a Senior Research Administrator at Hiroshima University and has 

been involved in the university’s efforts to internationalize its research activities since 2014. 

His duties include administrative supervision of the university’s International Science 

Communication Fellowship Program and Writing Center, and support for international 

conferences organized by faculty members. He is also engaged in the development of 

institutional linkages with foreign universities for international research collaborations. As a 

scholar, he holds the post of Visiting Fellow for Hiroshima University’s Research Institute of 

Higher Education. Before joining Hiroshima University, he enjoyed working for the 

Education Section of the Australian Embassy in Tokyo and the University Office of Global 

Program at the Pennsylvania State University in the United States. He has a strong interest 

in the field of international education, particularly transnational academic mobility. He 

pursued higher learning in Japan, Australia, the UK, and Singapore, and obtained a Ph.D. in 

Higher Education Administration at the Pennsylvania State University. 

Christina Miller, Director, UK Research Office (UKRO). Christina has over ten years’ 

experience working in Brussels and providing specialist advice and guidance to researchers 

and funding managers on their engagement in the EU programmes and evolving policies. 

Christina has a particular interest in demystifying the EU funding and policy landscape.  

UKRO is European office of the UK Research Councils. UKRO delivers subscription-based 

advisory services for research organisations and provides National Contact Point services on 

behalf of the UK Government. 

 

 

https://www.ukro.ac.uk/

